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Abstract 
The research aim was to develop an understanding of information needs characteristics for word co-occurrence based search result 

filters (facets). No prior research has been identified into what enterprise searchers may find useful for exploratory search and why. 

Various word co-occurrence techniques were applied to results from sample queries performed on industry membership content. 

The results were used in an international survey of fifty four practicing petroleum engineers from thirty two organizations. Subject 

familiarity, job role, personality and query specificity are possible causes for survey response variation. An information needs model 

is presented: Broad, Rich, Intriguing, Descriptive, General, Expert and Situational (BRIDGES). This may help professionals more 

effectively meet their information needs and stimulate new needs, improving a systems capability to facilitate serendipity. This 

research has implications for faceted search in enterprise search and digital library deployments. 

Keywords 
Enterprise search; digital library; exploratory search; interactive information retrieval; human computer interaction (HCI); 

information discovery; word co-occurrence; text analytics; oil and gas; information seeking behaviour; serendipity; user interface 

design. 

1. Introduction

Staff in the enterprise have a need to find information which may be located both inside and outside [1] the enterprise. 

At the same time, the volume of digital information being created in the enterprise is doubling every two years [2, 3]. 

From surveys, knowledge workers spend approximately a quarter of their time looking for information [4-12] with a 

significant variance (<10% to >50%) amongst sub-populations [4, 13, 14]. Approximately half of this time spent 

information seeking may be unsatisfactory in some way [4, 5, 15-19]. There is evidence to suggest staff within 

enterprises have as much (if not more) difficulty fulfilling their information needs today than they did a decade ago [20, 

21]. Data collected from a qualitative survey conducted as part of this research reveals a critical issue in relation to 

enterprise search: 

Too often retrieve a haystack in which the needles are hard to find. [R_23]. 

Enterprise search typically refers to technologies which index relevant content (e.g. documents, web pages) to an 

organization, providing a single place for staff to search without having to know where content resides [22, 23]. 

Enterprise search is not restricted to unstructured information and can also include structured information within 

databases. Focusing on the browsing of search results, no prior study has been identified which surfaces what 

information characteristics of word co-occurrence algorithms enterprise searchers may find useful to browse results and 

why. 
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1.1. Framing the research – the bigger picture 

Information seeking through human technology interaction may account for less than half of all information seeking 

activities within an enterprise [24, 25]. This paper is part of a larger body of research examining root causes for sub-

optimal information seeking experiences in the enterprise. Some root causes may be related to information searching 

behaviour, but may include additional aspects of information behaviour such as pre-existing social information practices 

[26-28] as well as underlying organizational factors such as culture, roles & responsibilities, processes and technological 

issues. This broader body of work suggests differences between what is documented in corporate policies relating to 

information searching and use, and the ways in which people actually work with information [29, 30]. Figure 1 shows 

the scope of this research paper, motivated by the broader need to understand enterprise information needs, with 

particular focus on exploratory searching where the question is not fully formed in the mind of the enterprise searcher. 

The research covers content which may be under the custodianship of a centralized information management service 

both within (e.g. corporate library) and external to the enterprise (e.g. membership society library or online public 

access library). Relevant information and literature within the enterprise (but not under central custodianship of a library 

service) is also within scope. This could include reports and presentations acquired or produced by business teams and 

placed in an Electronic Document Management System (EDMS) or shared file-system in an informal manner (grey 

literature). 

 

Figure 1. Scope of the research paper (black hashed square) within the context of information seeking in the enterprise. 

Crowd sourcing is the practice of explicitly soliciting contributions from a large group of people to aid the 

completion of a task or provide input to a decision. Implicit crowd sourcing of user activity (collaborative filtering) is 
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the term given to the use of transactional information to suggest query terms to searchers or recommend information that 

may be of relevance. In both cases statistical models are created based on end user transactional activity, although each 

user does not necessarily explicitly know the purposes in which their transactional information will be used.  

The crowd within even the largest enterprise is extremely small when compared to the crowd using Internet search 

engines. Many exploratory technical queries will not have been made previously, so few suggestions can be provided to 

the user with these techniques. The scope of this paper addresses the implicit crowd sourcing of text (figure 1) within 

search results to surface associative patterns represented as lists of suggestions (filters) that may aid the browsing of 

enterprise search and digital library results. This focuses not on end user search activity, but on the words used by 

authors in proximity to the target search query terms, a concept within the broader field of text analytics.  

Content within most enterprises is not web authored with a network of hyperlinks (to the extent content is on the 

Internet). This may restrict the ability of enterprise searchers to discover information fortuitously. The automatic 

creation and presentation of parts of such an associative network may mitigate some issues unique to enterprise 

searching. 

Prior research indicates that 70% of all Internet search queries are three words or fewer [31]. With searchers inputting 

small amounts of query information into increasingly larger corpus sizes, it is perhaps unsurprising that queries may 

return hundreds if not thousands of results. If the requirement is to locate a ‘fact’ or single item (i.e. search for a known 

item) and the relevant information is located on the first page using the classic search box, needs may be fulfilled [32, 

33]. However, where a question is not fully formed in the mind of the searcher, such as an exploratory search to learn 

and investigate (berry picking) [34, 35] additional mechanisms may be required [36-38]. These exploratory searches 

may account for between 8-20% of all enterprise search use [39]. It is possible the percentage of queries which are 

exploratory in nature (where the need or question is not fully formed in the mind of the enterprise searcher) may vary 

between industry sectors. It may also vary if a domain community or search tool (not used by all staff) is analysed in 

isolation. 

1.2. Faceted search 

Faceted search is a means of guided navigation or browsing [40], showing a form of grouped categorization (with 

counts) representing some aspect of what exists in a search result, corpus or website, enabling results filtering (refining). 

Faceted search allows the same information item(s) to be found through different navigational routes, differing from the 

folder concept. Faceted search user interface design is the subject of significant and ongoing research interest [41-46] 

and has shown to be beneficial for exploratory search [47] with some empirical evidence that it can improve user 

performance [48]. The facet values (typically displayed on the left or top of the user interface) aid the construction of 

complex high precision queries, which may otherwise be beyond the skill of most users. Facets within user interfaces 

are: 

The presentation of topic categories on the search user interface to support the refinement of a search query [23] 

Becoming accepted techniques to support complex information seeking tasks like exploratory search [49] 

Faceted search is a human computer information retrieval technique [50], an approach which attempts to move 

searchers from the traditional information retrieval modus operandi: this is what I need towards a greater degree of 

critical engagement and search intent on the part of the user: is this what I need?  

In addition to bibliographic metadata (e.g. author, published date, source), facet types may include names and 

classifications of ‘things’ (e.g. document/data types, equipment, techniques, materials). Facet values represent content 

which has been manually tagged using or automatically classified to (supervised or unsupervised), a controlled 

vocabulary (master metadata, taxonomy) of terms [51]. Facet values can also represent manual or automatically 

(supervised or unsupervised) generated metadata not tied to a controlled vocabulary, the former being a folksonomy and 

the latter a form of data driven entity extraction or clustering. 

Some researchers terminologically differentiate between algorithmically generated facet types and values (clustering) 

and manually created ones (faceted search) [52]. It can be argued that this division is somewhat artificial, as both may 

produce labelled categories containing results with some form of shared characteristics, so both are in fact capable of 

enabling the faceted search concept. To support exploratory searching, some researchers advocate clues and signposts 

are needed for the searcher that are capable of providing the unexpected: 

We cannot dismiss the value of making the search experience enjoyable and even surprising.  [53].  
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Search log data from one digital library indicates faceted search comprises 18% of all search queries [54], although 

6% was reported a few years later [55] citing a lack of user awareness. Other studies indicate faceted search usage 

(interactions) between 5-12% [56, 57]. Focusing on exploratory search queries only, eye tracking studies indicate 

faceted search may account for 9-17% of what users look at in a search interface rising to 22-29% after a one minute 

training video [58].  

Analysis of the organization providing search log data for this research (150,000 staff conducting 25,000 queries a 

day) revealed faceted search usage at only 2.7%. Information needs distribution within the organization, information 

literacy of enterprise searchers, user interface design and uninteresting facets may be potential causal factors for low 

usage of faceted search. 

Faceted metadata typically pertains only to the information item as a whole (e.g. an organizational report), and not to 

the proximally matched search query contexts within the information item itself. Many clustering techniques [59] apply 

the same approach to whole documents (or top ranked documents) in search results to produce lists of topics. This is 

important because where digital information exists in a very narrow technical domain the differences between search 

results can be quite subtle and contextual. These subtleties can be missed in coarse automatic classification (or 

clustering) techniques.  

Simple word co-occurrence has been shown to aid search query formulation, automatic thesaurus generation [60, 61] 

and to aid the browsing of search results [62]. While search result overview or facet presentation within the search user 

interface (e.g. hierarchical facets) or visualization (e.g. spatial word (or collocate) clouds) is not included in the scope of 

this research [63], it is briefly discussed as some prior studies of co-occurrence facets are tied to word cloud 

presentations. Word cloud usability has received mixed results in literature. Good usage of co-occurrence word cloud 

overviews making search faster and aiding discovery have been reported [64], [65], as well as no usage at all [66]. 

There is some evidence searchers may prefer line-by-line layouts instead of left to right word cloud displays [67]. 

Searchers may find simple lists of facet terms faster to scan and navigate [68] than spatial word cloud presentations. 

However, no specific studies test this theory regarding word co-occurrence facets. In general, searchers are treated as a 

homogenous group, with a one size fits all approach towards faceted search.  

2. Method 

A mixed methods [69] positivist and constructivist approach was undertaken. This was appropriate given the focus of 

the research to understand statistically significant preferences and why those preferences were made, without prejudging 

the possible reasons. An industry survey was used to gather quantitative data on perceptions and corresponding 

qualitative data on the reasons for choices to gain a detailed understanding of the area. Petroleum engineers in the 

upstream oil and gas industry were surveyed, using the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) members’ online 

discussion forum so many organizations and geographies could be included.  

Those that wished to take part were asked to email the researcher, ensuring participants were motivated. It is 

acknowledged that voluntary response bias is likely to be present in the results. A semi-structured questionnaire (in 

Excel) was designed to capture the data. It was piloted on several petroleum engineers before data collection started, and 

concomitant refinements made. Excel was chosen for this paper based study, as this enabled the participants to complete 

the questionnaire off-line (without an Internet connection) at their convenience. It is acknowledged that a paper based 

study would have some limitations, compared with observing how enterprise searchers use facets within an interactive 

tool within their organizations. Fifty four petroleum engineers (consisting of forty eight men, six women) from thirty 

two organizations from Europe, North America, Asia and Africa participated. 

2.1. Test search queries 

To identify aspects of current enterprise information search activity (such as number of words used in a query), analysis 

of the search logs in a large multinational oil and gas enterprise was undertaken over a three month period. Search query 

volumes obeyed a power law Zipf distribution, as shown in Figure 2 (squares). The top twenty queries comprise 9.9% of 

all queries by volume (the head), with a clear body and tail visible, in line with findings from studies in manufacturing 

industries [70]. The top twenty queries by volume are navigational and/or target information to perform administrative 

tasks (such as enrolling on a training course, booking a meeting, requesting an Information Technology (IT) service, 

time-writing and expenses, etc.). 

The number of words used in a search query are shown in Figure 2 (triangles) using a rolling ten query average on 

the right hand (secondary) axis. It was found that 79% of all queries were two terms or fewer. On average, queries made 
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infrequently have more words than those made frequently. Triangulating with other search log data, the word count 

spike and lumpiness of the high volume queries may be caused by users choosing the suggested queries in the enterprise 

search user interface. These implicit crowd sourced queries are suggested using statistical models predicting what the 

user may wish to search on as they type (often termed auto-complete). This encourages the enterprise searcher to select 

and make queries with more words than they may otherwise be inclined to. 

 

 

Figure 2. Enterprise search log data (search query frequency and number of words used in a search query) from a large oil and 

gas enterprise over a three month period. 

Technical exploratory queries within the body of the search log in the case study organization were grouped into 

three representative categories (number of words, taxonomy class and specificity).  

An ontology was used for query classification based on a derivative of the Semantic Web for Earth and 

Environmental Terminology (SWEET) [71] as this suited the subject matter in question. This included the ontologically 

distinct categories of natural processes/phenomena and materials (matter). These exist in physical reality and it can be 

argued are independent of whether people are around to witness them. Social categories included human activity 

(processes/techniques) and mental representations (e.g. common problem). The concept of a ‘problem’ does not exist in 

physical reality, only in social reality. It is therefore subject to the complexities associated with the social construction 

of knowledge [72] and like all knowledge can change through time. What is reality for one individual or group is not 

necessarily the same for another, leading to the formation of sub-cultures with shared beliefs. These individuals and 

groups use digital library and enterprise search systems, so it follows that the end users of these system may not have 

homogeneous needs. 

A category ‘common problem’ was created for the study. For simplicity, search query terms were only classified to 

this category where they were clearly and universally acknowledged as common problems within the petroleum 

industry. The PetroWiki of SPE, based on the Petroleum Engineering Handbook (PEH) [73], was used as a basis to aid 

this classification. The SPE is the largest individual member organization (over 120,000 members) serving managers, 

engineers, scientists and other professionals worldwide in the upstream segment of the oil and gas industry. For 

example, ‘stuck-pipe’ and ‘corrosion’ query terms from the search log were classified as a ‘common problem’ as they 

are widely acknowledged as common problems in the industry. For ‘stuck pipe’ and ‘corrosion’ respectively: 

During drilling operations, a pipe is considered stuck if it cannot be freed from the hole without damaging the pipe, and without 

exceeding the drilling rig’s maximum allowed hook load. Pipe sticking can be classified under two categories: differential 

pressure pipe sticking and mechanical pipe sticking. Complications related to stuck pipe can account for nearly half of total well 

cost, making stuck pipe one of the most expensive problems that can occur during a drilling operation. [73] 
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Corrosion of metal in the presence of water is a common problem across many industries. The fact that most oil and gas 

production includes co-produced water makes corrosion a pervasive issue across the industry. Age and presence of corrosive 

materials such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen sulphide (H2S) exacerbate the problem. [73] 

The query ‘corrosion’ is also a natural process/phenomena (as well as causing a common problem). Another 

classification type for search queries was based on specificity. In this context, term specificity is defined as its frequency 

of occurrence within the corpus (the more frequent a word occurs the less specific it is). Specificity was determined by 

counting the number of occurrences of the term in the SPE dataset, this was triangulated with results from the Google n-

gram viewer [74] that counts word frequency in millions of books. 

Initial testing with several enterprise staff, indicated because practicing business professionals were being targeted 

with limited time at their disposal, the survey should take no more than fifteen minutes to complete otherwise staff 

would not spend the time completing the survey. In traditional studies of information retrieval [75] it is common to use 

fifty search queries (or more) to compare different algorithms or technologies to minimize the comparison error. The 

literature [76] supports the use of a smaller number (e.g. four search terms) to elicit responses to test certain situations. 

It was felt that four different search terms was sufficient to elicit responses related to search term taxonomic class and 

term specificity. 

It is acknowledged that only testing four queries is a limitation of the research. The four (exploratory in nature) 

queries chosen were, ‘corrosion’, ‘reservoir management’, ‘stuck-pipe’ and ‘shale gas’. These were purposefully 

sampled from different taxonomic groups within the enterprise search log ensuring taxonomic class and term specificity 

diversity. 

2.2. Test corpus and co-occurrence algorithms 

Agreement was given by the SPE to use their 70,000 abstracts for this research, generating a corpus of over one million 

words. This simulated a sub-set of an enterprise corpus relevant to the field of enquiry. 

The distributional hypothesis [77] states words appearing close to each other in text, are likely to be associated (share 

meaning) in some way. Text collocations are statistically significant text co-occurrences in a direct syntactic relation 

[78]. A key parameter is window size around target query terms. A window span size of two to ten terms is often 

proposed as having cognitive plausibility [79, 80], although larger spans of 50-100 have also been proposed [81, 82]. A 

window size of sixteen words was chosen as only abstracts were available. Python [83] scripts were written to extract 

the text associations, common stop words (e.g. then, and) were filtered out [84]. 

In order to elicit a wide range of responses regarding enterprise searcher needs, a diverse set of word co-occurrence 

term characteristics was required for the four search queries. In this context, ‘characteristic diversity’ was achieved 

through single and multi-word terms, differing word specificity (frequency of occurrence) and semantic relatedness 

diversity (not just semantically similar ‘is-a’ or ‘part-of’ terms). It is acknowledged that other measures could increase 

diversity characteristics (e.g. word length/number of characters) but were not included in this study. During the iterative 

process of grounded theory, a further diversity element was introduced based on adjacency versus non-adjacency for 

multi-word terms (see Section 3.2).  

After a brief review of the literature, three first order co-occurrence n-grams were chosen to generate the navigational 

suggestions, as they delivered the desired range of diversity characteristics described above. Other algorithms may also 

deliver similar diversity characteristics for co-occurring terms but it was not in the research scope to compare 

algorithms. The three n-grams were as follows: 

 A unigram ranked by descending frequency (List A) for the single words most commonly associated to the 

query term(s) within the text; 

 A bigram ranked by descending frequency (List B) that listed the word pairs most commonly associated to the 

query term(s). For the bigram, an extra post processing algorithm was applied, removing all bigrams that 

contained any mention of the query terms. For example, for the query ‘corrosion’, the bigram ‘metal corrosion’ 

was removed, avoiding ‘taxonomic type variations’ addressed by existing autocomplete techniques; 

 List C is as List A, except ranking is by pointwise mutual information measure [85]. This favoured 

discriminant co-occurring terms often containing non-obvious associations.  

The algorithms were used to elicit user information needs characteristics as they produced sufficiently diverse results. 

It is not suggested that these are necessarily the best co-occurrence algorithms and it was not in the research scope to 

compare algorithms, the focus was on testing the enterprise searcher response to different characteristics.  
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A review of the enterprise search user interface used within the case study organization, along with a selection of 

other online search tools (including the SPE digital library) provided some evidence that facet lists are often truncated 

perhaps arbitrarily after the first twenty terms (which are often ordered by frequency within each facet). In some cases 

only the first five terms are visibly shown by default within the faceted search user interface probably due to screen 

space limitations.  

To test the extent values lower down in the ranking order (not normally seen by enterprise searchers) may be useful, 

thirty co-occurring terms were used in the survey. The results for the ‘stuck-pipe’ query flat lists (hierarchies not tested) 

of the top thirty terms given to respondents in Microsoft Excel are shown in Table 1. Conceptually, the lists are vectors 

on a directed graph network, choosing a value would narrow (filter) existing search results and display new text co-

occurrences, traversing the network. 

Table 1. Ranked navigational filter suggestions for the ‘stuck-pipe’ query for the three different n-gram techniques. 

Rank List A List B List C 

1 Drilling lost circulation differentially 

2 Problems problems such freeing 

3 Hole well control spotting 

4 Lost poor hole incidents 

5 Incidents hole instability sticking 

6 Well hole cleaning risked 

7 Risk drilling operations troubles 

8 Cost freeing differentially jarring 

9 Loss while drilling caving 

10 Circulation tight hole sloughing 

… … … … 

30 Reduced open hole costly 

The thirty values for each of the four queries were displayed on a separate tab in Excel. The thirty values were displayed in 

blocks of ten, separated by a blank line so they were easier to read. 

 

2.3. Respondent ranking of algorithms 

The survey respondents were asked to rank the navigational suggestion lists in order of usefulness for each given query 

and explain why this order was felt to be appropriate. The task was based on exploratory searches, to learn and 

investigate about the topics represented by the four search query terms. As the task was exploratory in nature (the 

question was not fully defined, as an exploratory search would not be fully defined in an enterprise searchers mind) it 

would be possible for participants to arrive at different intents (within the task scope) based on their own personal 

context and the stimulus provided by the word associations. As the respondents targeted in the survey belonged to the 

same industry and subject discipline, it was anticipated that many intents would probably be the same across the sample. 

Response variance was of interest and the reasons given by the respondent for their choices.  

To avoid central tendency bias and include expressiveness, a collective relative ranking of the generated lists was 

chosen per query, covering an empty set (Ø), equivalence (equal rank) and partially ordered sets (poset). Respondents 

could therefore omit distracting or unhelpful navigational suggestion lists. Using factorial equations, the possible 

permutations (P) for {A,B,C} allowing for an empty set, equivalence and partial sets is twenty six. 

2.4. Data analysis 

The comments were analysed and coded simultaneously in real time, as each completed survey was received, using an 

immersive approach based on grounded theory [86] and axial coding [87], moving from description to conceptual 

models, keeping an open mind but not an empty head [88]. As themes emerged, further information was sought from the 

survey respondents. Contextual data were collected from respondents (e.g. experience, location, company type).  

An issue visualizing ordered data is how to avoid introducing visually misleading trends on a standard histogram. 

One solution (which was used in this research) is to use a Permutohedra visualisation [89]. This treats the rankings as 

points in n-dimensional Euclidian space, the Permutohedra appearing as the convex hull of the rankings.   
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3. Results 

A coded system was used to denote survey respondents for anonymity, for example [R_1] is respondent number one. All 

respondents found at least one suggestion list useful, in 56% of cases all three lists were found to be useful. Survey 

respondents indicated that combined, the lists hint at the ‘big picture’ of the search topic.  

3.1. List A 

List A was characterized by its broad theme and general nature by respondents, illustrated by the following 

representative comments which combine both positive and negative opinions: 

Topic container, 

Easy to understand, 

Caters to wide audience [R_10, R_27, R_8] 

Too general [R_9, R_25, R_31, R_44] 

List A seems to get straight to the point [R_19] 

A was far more general although some of the terms towards the end of the list…would be of interest. [R_32] 

Quite dry [R_4].  

Experts working across industry sectors found List A useful to disambiguate subject areas. Some subject matter 

experts found the ten most frequent suggestions in Lists A and B ‘relevant but not interesting’, finding some of the 

richer terms lower down the frequency ranked lists of greater interest. Where a preference was expressed, as many terms 

of interest fell outside the top ten, as fell within it. This supports findings from a previous study where users found the 

most frequently occurring (or most popular) words to be of less interest [63]. This is significant as many enterprise 

search and digital library interfaces tend as a default to show the top five or ten terms within a facet ranked by frequency 

of occurrence. By doing so they may overlook a latent information need for the more unusual (less frequent) categories 

present in their search results. A theme based on richness and diversity of terms was identified. 

3.2. List B 

List B was the most popular, ranked first in 75% of all cases, and characterized by the following comments: 

Descriptive [R_15, R_25, R_42] 

Meaningful [R_10] 

Instructive [R_3] 

Right context [R_21] 

Specific enough for my level [R_31] 

Capturing range of contexts with two word summaries [R_10] 

Two words better than one [R_10, R_21]  

List B’s multi word approach won hands down [R_14].  

As this multi-word descriptive theme emerged, as part of the iterative process of investigation, it was explored further 

with ten of the respondents. More complex forms of word co-occurrence were used (termed ‘Topic modelling’) [90-92]. 

This probabilistic statistical technique is capable of surfacing latent associations between words which are not explicitly 

adjacent (contiguous) to each other in the original text. This makes the lists it produces fundamentally different from the 

n-gram model (e.g. bigram, trigram) which is based on the adjacent nature of words in a set window. The Topic 

modelling techniques were used to generate two, three and four word lists (D, E and F respectively) which can be seen 

in Table 2. Respondent comments for D, E and F included the positive and negative themes illustrated by: 

Surfacing a scenario I had not thought of [R_14]  

Incomprehensible and confusing [R_45, R_53].  

Algorithms D, E and F contain some “interesting” words, but combinations are pretty strange/random-looking. So, while there are 

more “interesting” words cropping up it's very difficult to know how the assessment of “interestingness” is influenced since you 

have a conflict between having more “interesting words” but, on the negative side, their juxtaposition is strange so detracts. 

[R_36].  
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Comparing the multi-word theme, respondents preferred List B (to D, E or F) as it was deemed more coherent for 

filtering their search results. However, there may be potential where the enterprise searcher is open to spending more 

time interpreting the multi-word associations to make more insightful inferences about the underlying topics. If the 

enterprise searcher does not have the time to spend on interpretation, it appears they are more likely to consider it 

distracting.  

For the search query ‘reservoir management’ (a human activity (process, technique)) List B was ranked first almost 

exclusively by the entire population (Figure 3). This homogeneity contrasts sharply with the results from the other three 

queries.  

The other queries that consisted of two words displayed more response variation e.g. ‘shale gas’, so the number of 

words in the query is unlikely to be the only causal factor. Term specificity (how frequent the word is mentioned in 

literature) is also unlikely to be a cause, as ‘stuck-pipe’ is more specific and ‘corrosion’ is a far less specific term 

(relative to ‘reservoir management’) and both display more response variation. It is possible the taxonomic class of the 

query could play a role, with terms related to human activity eliciting a different response to those that refer to other 

taxonomic classes (e.g. natural process/phenomena, materials (matter)). However there is little evidence that taxonomic 

class plays a role based on the two queries with a shared taxonomic class in this study (‘stuck-pipe’ and ‘corrosion’ 

search queries sharing the same classification of ‘common problem’).  

There may be a relationship to the number of words used in concept names in each taxonomic space, however there 

was insufficient data in this study to test this hypothesis. 

Table 2. Navigational suggestion lists (D, E and F) for the ‘stuck pipe’ query using Topic modelling techniques with two, three 

and four words respectively. 

No. List D List E List F 

1 pressure pore salt problems due pressure formation control pressures 

2 tubing nbsp drilling casing wells pipe string point bottom 

3 sticking differential system control operation time operations process real 

4 drilling system stuck-pipe cost data drill-string torque hole drag 

5 drilling gas barite sag shear drilling fluid flow cleaning 

6 drill string oil gas wells drilled formation depth surface 

7 wells reservoir stuck operations point drilling circulation lost mud 

8 impact string liner depleted set cuttings transport wellbore cutting 

9 pipe liner flow parameters model drilling system high performance 

10 drilling casing mud cake drill oil based water muds 

…  … … … 

30 fluid results hole drilling offshore offshore rig cost project 

The thirty values for each of the four queries were displayed on a separate tab in Excel. The thirty values were displayed in 

blocks of ten, separated by a blank line so they were easier to read. 

Another explanation may relate to the linguistic diversity of the terms natural taxonomic hierarchy. The term 

‘reservoir management’ is a broad umbrella term for a whole host of business processes and techniques, relating to data 

acquisition, subsurface and economic description, modelling and simulation, production forecasting and reservoir 

surveillance. Few if any of the concepts (e.g. ‘production forecasting’ and ‘reservoir surveillance’) subsumed by the 

term ‘reservoir management’, explicitly contain the phrase ‘reservoir management’ as part of their phrase description. 

Therefore occurrences of these techniques in the text would have been missed by the algorithmic techniques which 

applied a relatively crude keyword matching approach.  

Despite ‘corrosion’ being a less specific term, it contained far more specific terms within its word co-occurrence lists 

than reservoir management. One causal factor may be due to the concepts subsumed by the term ‘corrosion’ contain the 

term ‘corrosion’ within their phrase description (e.g. ‘fretting corrosion’, ‘high temperature corrosion’ and ‘flow-

assisted corrosion’). 

In summary, it is possible the algorithms did not capture a true representation of the concept of ‘reservoir 

management’ from the SPE corpus. This may have combined with other factors such as the number of words used for 
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concept descriptions (within the associated subsumed concept hierarchy) downplaying the usefulness of the single word 

suggestions within Lists A and C. 

 

Figure 3. Respondent preference permutations for navigational suggestion lists represented on a Permutohedra visualization. 

Bubble size is related to number of respondent votes, Where List A is ranked first bubbles are coded green, where List B is 

ranked first bubbles are coded blue and where List C is ranked first bubbles are coded orange. Sample size=54. 

3.3. List C 

List C was generally seen as too specific by most respondents, but elicited some interesting variations and observations 

related to new knowledge acquisition and serendipity. A theme based on intrigue emerged. Clearly what one person may 

find intriguing, another person may not. However, in general it appears some algorithmic techniques may be more likely 

than others to surface terms (in proximity to their query terms within their search results) that people may find 

intriguing: 

Too specific [R_44, R_53, R_9] 

Obscure [R_39] 
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Too intimate for general engineer [R_54] 

Useful for detailed dives [R_31] 

New vocabulary might learn something [R_32] 

Purely intriguing high on “interestingness” quotient, you can't say where these search results could lead you [R_8]. 

I guess it's a trade-off between novice and advanced users [R_14] 

Answers I would suggest will be dominated by the level of the reviewer. If I am a detailed subject matter expert I would answer C 

first [R_31].  

3.4. Contextual differences 

Two different preference definitions were used for statistical inference of the categorical data; lists ranked first and lists 

ranked first or second (Table 3), the latter enabling the surfacing of subtle patterns masked by the dominance of list B. 

Subject matter experts showed preferences for list C supported by survey comments, identifying a theme based on 

expertise. However this result should be treated with caution due to the marginal level of statistical significance. 

No relationship was found between respondents from an oil and gas operator compared to an oil and gas service 

organization. Respondents with explicit research roles (different disciplines) displayed preferences for list C as first or 

second choice (Table 3) which is statistically significant. This may indicate that job role is an influencing factor on 

algorithmic choices. There was insufficient clean data to test national culture, which was further complicated by the 

presence of expatriate staff in the survey. Previous studies do indicate a link between culture and information seeking 

behaviour [93, 94]. 

Table 3. Chi square test for independence p-values within sub-populations. 

Sub-population Ranked 1st Ranked 1st or 2nd 

Significance test: Total population <0.001 <0.001 

Role: Operator company group 0.99 0.83 

Role: Service company group 0.75 0.83 

Personality: Top 20% word count group ef <5 0.03 

Personality: Bottom 20% word count group ef <5 0.01 

Specificity: Stuck-pipe query responses ef <5 <0.001 

Specificity: Shale gas query responses 0.86 0.87 

Specificity: Reservoir management query responses  <0.001 0.07 

Specificity: Corrosion query responses <0.001 0.05 

Subject familiarity: stuck-pipe (A and B) v C* 0.05 0.28 

Role: Research company group (A and B) v C* 0.60 0.01 

Chi square parameters used where (A or B or C) was chosen: significance level (alpha)=0.05, degrees of freedom=2, N=205. 

* Fisher test used (alpha=0.05) where some expected frequencies (ef) <5 when testing 1st and (1st or 2nd ) ranked categories 

There was a significant degree of variation in word count within respondent survey comments. At the low end of the 

count, the bottom 20% gave an average of three word answers, at the high end, the top 20% gave an average of eighty 

two word answers. According to [95] the amount of information provided by a respondent may depend on the 

respondent’s personality. The top 20% showed preferences in all four queries for list C, the bottom 20% preferences for 

list A (Table 3). An example quote from the top group: 

I like C very much as it tackles some of the more “soft” issues that regularly occur in actual business (outside world of theory), 

such as conflict and workflows. A, I did not like, too vague and no promise of telling me anything I didn't already know’ [R_37].  

It may be possible to infer personality influences information searching activity [96], [97]. This could present further 

research opportunities on relationships between personality (e.g. openness to experience-intellectual curiosity), faceted 

search algorithms [98] and serendipity, highlighting intriguing associations [99]. 
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3.5. Query specificity 

Approximately half (52%) of all cases where C was ranked first, were for the narrowest (most specific) search query 

‘stuck-pipe’ and almost half (48%) of all cases where A was ranked first were for the broadest (least specific) query 

‘corrosion’ (Figure 3, Table 3). The data could imply that certain algorithmic methods for co-occurrence suggestions are 

more appropriate than others, based on the specificity of the query terms used. For word frequency, [100] indicate 

counts lower than the seed query may be easy to interpret. However, where ‘very large’ subsumption gaps exist between 

the query term and co-occurring word frequency (Figure 4), single word terms may be hard to interpret for those 

unfamiliar with a subject and judged over specific (with a greater risk of being deemed not relevant to the initial 

information need) by subject matter experts. 

 

Figure 4. The relationship between the frequency of co-occurring terms (x-axis) and their frequency in the dataset as a whole 

(y-axis) for each of the four search queries (which are also plotted on the y-axis by their own frequency in the dataset) for the 

three navigational suggestion Lists A, B and C. 

3.6. Situational need 

An information needs based on temporal situational examples (instances) emerged. Comments for this situational theme 

include the following, which were made for Lists A, B and C: 

I would be looking for incidents [R_16] 

List A grabbed my attention with “incidents, events, occurrence”, because I want to know more about what exactly went wrong 

[R_38] 

List B could lead to more knowledge acquisition.. terms like “case study” could lead you to a place ..learn so much more [R_8].  

One respondent mentioned temporal (information currency) effects as a reason why they chose List C, although 

temporal effects were not explicitly tested during the study. In a follow up interview with [R_53], the dislike of repeated 
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terms was raised (e.g. hole instability, wellbore instability) where algorithms did not group pseudo-synonyms. The use 

of second order co-occurrence techniques could possibly help to eliminate some of these issues.  

3.7. Development of an information needs model 

The themes which have emerged from the respondent’s comments identified in the previous sections (3.1-3.6) can be 

combined to form a model to identify information characteristics which may be advantageous for word co-occurrence 

search result filters. A review of existing literature [46, 97, 101-108] in combination with findings derived from the 

primary data in this research has aided the development of a model for word co-occurrence in faceted search (Table 4). 

This consists of the seven user needs; Broad, Rich, Intriguing, Descriptive, General, Expert and Situational (BRIDGES). 

This model could be used to complement existing controlled vocabularies and other facets and mechanisms such as 

social signs, currency and provenance metadata. The BRIDGES model will be explored in more detail in a future article. 

Table 4. BRIDGES word co-occurrence information characteristics needs model for faceted search filters. 

Facet Need Description 

Broad Road signpost analogy. Large container topics, helicopter overview for navigation. Help disambiguate between 

industry sectors and those unfamiliar with a subject. 

Rich Relevant, comprehensive and diversified set of suggestions not just the most frequent/popular. Concrete, 

abstract, divergent, emotive (sentiment) terms, synonyms/acronyms. 

Intriguing Interesting, engaging, divergent, unusual, non-obvious terms (or term combinations), which may lead to 

unanticipated or surprising results. 

Descriptive Multi-word theme which is meaningful, expressive, logical words which describe, instruct and inform the 

searcher. Clear not ambiguous. Coherent not distracting or disjointed. 

General General store analogy. Right level for searcher, accurate terms they can relate to close to search terms 

specificity. Everyday parlance language. 

Expert Boutique store analogy. Focused, specialist, narrow, theory, specific terminology. Recognizable by subject 

matter experts, not generalists. 

Situational Real world informational examples in space and time. Events, instances, incidents, case studies. Named 

entities in context: e.g. products, people, places, projects, organizational. 

The Broad, General and Expert parts of the model relate to the information need based on the level of the enterprise searcher 

in terms of subject experience and the need to disambiguate between broad subject topics. The descriptiveness theme relates to 

the semantic clarity of the word co-occurrence facet. The richness and intriguing parts of the model relate to the diversity, and 

volume of terms which could increase the propensity of word co-occurrence facets to facilitate serendipitous information 

encounters. Finally, the situational theme surfaces instances of activity or names of things present in the search results, that cuts 

across all of the themes mentioned above. 

4. Conclusion 

The research has shown that enterprise searchers in an oil and gas context may find word co-occurrence suggestions 

useful as a potential navigational filter aid (set of prompts) to browse search results. There were clear preferences for 

certain word co-occurrence characteristics based on a number of contextual factors. Contextual differences such as 

subject familiarity, job role, personality and search query specificity are probable causal factors for response 

heterogeneity.  

A review of existing literature [23, 46, 48, 65-67] and mainstream search engine user interfaces [109-112] appears to 

indicate some deployments are not meeting all the information needs of the BRIDGES model within their facets. These 

information systems are therefore potentially missing some of the exploratory information needs of its users. Whether 

the findings from this study in the oil and gas industry are applicable to other industry sectors is uncertain. 

An understanding of the BRIDGES information needs model may lead to more effective fulfilment of the underlying 

need that drove the user to make a search and/or act as a catalyst to stimulate (through intriguing associations) a related, 

but entirely new information need, improving a systems capability to facilitate serendipity. In particular, presenting 

intriguing terms within facets of search interfaces to surprise the user, could lead to leaps in value which are impossible 
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to predict. These connections may far outweigh the cost reduction based Return on Investment (ROI) approaches 

traditionally employed to justify investments in search tools [113]. A key factor is how word co-occurrence filters are 

implemented, to minimize distraction (they may not be useful for all search modes), whilst offering potential 

serendipitous opportunities. This research has implications for digital library and enterprise search engine deployments. 

It is possible with improved information literacy, searchers may utilize co-occurrence facets more effectively if they 

understand how they work and the value they could potentially bring to their exploratory searches. 

Although end user interactions with variants of List A have been studied before to some extent [47, 48] it is believed 

that interactions with List B and C have not. The research is limited as it simulated facet values by using lists in 

Microsoft Excel. It is possible if respondents were able to click through to actual results through a search user interface, 

some responses may differ. Potential areas of further research could include; testing these findings in an interactive 

search user interface, use of trigrams (insufficient data in this study but may be of value as filters [104]), different 

window sizes, facet ranking techniques and use of colour to present terms by various categories. 
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